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ANALYSES

Revising down the rise of China
Despite being on track to become the world’s largest economy, China will struggle to avoid a

future of significantly slower long-term growth.

By Roland Rajah, Alyssa Leng

14 March 2022

Key Findings

China will likely experience a substantial long-term growth slowdown owing to

demographic decline, the limits of capital-intensive growth, and a gradual

deceleration in productivity growth.

Even with continued broad policy success, our baseline projections suggest annual

economic growth will slow to about 3% by 2030 and 2% by 2040, while averaging 2–
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Executive summary

The future of China’s ongoing global rise is of great importance to both China and the rest of

the world. Predicting long-term economic performance is inherently difficult and open to

debate. Nonetheless, we show that substantial long-term growth deceleration is the likely

future for China given the legacy effects of its uniquely draconian past population policies,

reliance on investment-driven growth, and slowing productivity growth. Even assuming

continued broad policy success, our projections suggest growth will slow sharply to roughly

3% a year by 2030 and 2–3% a year on average over the three decades to 2050. Growing

faster, up to say 5% a year to 2050, is notionally possible given China remains well below the

global productivity frontier. However, we also show that the prospect of doing so is well

beyond China’s track record in delivering productivity-enhancing reform, and therefore well

beyond its likely trajectory. China also faces considerable downside risks.

Our projections imply a vastly different future compared to the dominant narrative of China’s

ongoing global rise. Expectations regarding the rise of China should be substantially revised

down compared to most existing economic studies and especially the expectations of those

assessing the broader implications of China’s rise for global politics. If China were on track to

grow at 4–5% a year to 2050, as many seem to hold, it follows that China would be on course

to become the world’s most dominant economy by far. With 2–3% growth, China’s future

looks very different. China would still likely become the world’s largest economy. But it would

never establish a meaningful lead over the United States and would remain far less

prosperous and productive per person than America, even by mid-century.

Introduction

The rise of China is amongst the most globally significant developments of recent decades.

China’s economic transformation means there are around 800 million fewer Chinese citizens

living in poverty today than would otherwise be the case. China’s rise has also reshaped the

global economy, planetary ecosystem, and world politics. China is now the largest economy in

the world at purchasing power parity, which corrects for price differences across countries,

and the second largest at market exchange rates. It accounts for almost a fifth of global

production and more than a quarter of world carbon emissions. Geopolitically, China’s rise

has brought America’s ”unipolar moment”  to an end, giving way to a new era of

3% overall from now until 2050.

China would still become the world’s largest economy, but it would never enjoy a

meaningful lead over the US and would remain far less prosperous and productive

per person even by mid-century.

[1] 

[2] 
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geostrategic rivalry that looks set to define international relations and global politics for

decades.

China’s ongoing rise will clearly carry enormous implications for both the country itself and

the rest of the world. China’s economic prospects are therefore a topic of intense debate. On

the one hand, it is well accepted that double-digit growth is a thing of the past and that China

faces considerable downside economic risks, including that reform might be stalling and that

brewing financial fragilities could eventually trigger a crisis. Several studies argue that

China’s economy could soon slow considerably. Nonetheless, most existing studies suggest

China can continue to sustain robust growth averaging around 5% a year or higher to 2030.

Among studies that attempt to look further ahead, most suggest China could average growth

of about 3.5–4% a year over the decades to 2050.

Interestingly, expectations amongst those considering the broader implications of China’s

rise for global politics tend to be notably higher at around 5–6% a year sustained to 2050. As

the deep determinants of rapid economic growth are both poorly understood and highly

dependent on policy and politics, many analysts evidently put a significant weight on recent

performance when thinking about China’s future trajectory, essentially extrapolating the

trend.

China’s past population policies mean substantial demographic decline is

essentially locked in over the coming decades, with little ability for policy to

materially alter the outlook.

This Analysis focuses on China’s long-term economic outlook to 2030 and further out to

2050. It contends that despite the considerable uncertainties in projecting long-term

economic performance, focusing on the basic building blocks or ”proximate sources” of

future economic growth is sufficient to show that China very likely faces a future of

significant structural deceleration, even using relatively optimistic assumptions. Expectations

regarding the rise of China should therefore be substantially revised down compared to most

existing studies and especially those considering the broader geopolitical implications of

China’s global rise.

China’s past population policies mean substantial demographic decline is essentially locked

in over the coming decades, with little ability for policy to materially alter the outlook.

Economic growth has also been incredibly reliant on capital investment — a model that has

become increasingly unsustainable. By our estimate, the growth contribution of capital

accumulation will roughly halve over the coming decades compared to that preceding the

Covid-19 pandemic. Housing investment is entering structural decline, as urban population

growth and increases in average household income both slow. Similarly, China’s ability to rely

on infrastructure for growth is close to reaching its limits, after decades of remarkably high

investment. While China has more room to rely on business investment to drive future
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growth, this too has been high and can be expected to run into diminishing returns. Since

capital accumulation has accounted for three-quarters of China’s growth in recent years, this

has major implications for China’s future economic prospects.

Whether China can sustain rapid economic growth will largely be determined by what

happens with productivity growth. Yet Chinese productivity growth has been decelerating,

and there are strong reasons to think it will continue to do so — reflecting economic theory,

the international evidence, China’s own track record, and the prospect of intensifying

”decoupling” from the West. Most contemporary assessments also conclude that overall

progress with key economic reforms has been mixed at best. Moreover, even if China can

reverse its decelerating productivity trend, history suggests there are limits as to what can

realistically be achieved, and therefore limits as to how fast China’s economy can sustainably

grow even in a best-case scenario.

Pulling these pieces together using several alternative growth accounting approaches, we

show that annual average Chinese economic growth can be expected to decelerate sharply

to roughly 3% by 2030 and 2% by 2040, compared to the pre-Covid trend of a little over 6%.

Over the almost three decades from 2021 to 2050, economic growth would average about 2–

3% a year. Growing faster, up to say 5% a year, is notionally possible given China remains well

below the global productivity frontier. Nonetheless, we also show that the prospect of doing

so is well beyond China’s track record of delivering productivity-enhancing reform, and

therefore well beyond its likely trajectory.

It is too early to judge where China’s emerging policy doctrines such as

“common prosperity” might ultimately lead. It could well prove successful.

But there are also ways it could prove deleterious to continued economic

success.

Importantly, our argument is not based on China “failing”. Rather, a substantial growth

slowdown is likely even if China continues to see a good degree of ”success” in terms of

productivity growth, education, business investment, containing financial risks, and generally

sustaining strong increases in average living standards. In this sense, our argument is

qualitatively different to those of other China growth pessimists who predict a substantial

slowdown due to increasingly deficient policy, mounting financial vulnerabilities, or the simple

statistical improbability of China sustaining its growth exceptionalism forever.

One can of course readily imagine more negative scenarios along these lines. It is too early to

judge where China’s emerging policy doctrines such as “common prosperity” might ultimately

lead. It could well prove successful. But there are also ways it could prove deleterious to

continued economic success, for instance if Chinese policy institutions struggle to evolve to

meet the demand for higher quality growth and instead give way to an intensifying

clampdown on China’s dynamic private sector. The growth slowdown we predict could also[3] 
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prove highly destabilising, given the financial vulnerabilities China has accumulated after

more than a decade of rapid credit growth. The Bank for International Settlements reports

total credit to China’s non-financial sector had reached around 285% of GDP by mid-2021,

compared to about 140% just before the 2008–09 crisis. It is also possible that China’s

official GDP statistics are simply overstated. The downside risks are therefore high,

suggesting our baseline projection of substantial structural deceleration nevertheless

remains a somewhat optimistic assessment.

Our projections imply a vastly different future compared to the dominant narrative of China’s

ongoing global rise (Figure 1). For instance, if China were likely to sustain long-term growth of

4–5% a year, it would be on track to eventually become far and away the world’s largest

economy and a massive economic bloc unto itself. In such a world, it would be reasonable to

expect that China’s economic gravity would continue to draw in many other countries, that

the Chinese yuan could displace the financial hegemony of the US dollar, that China might

dominate key future technologies, and that its military expenditure could feasibly overtake

the combined defence outlays of the United States and its allies. In other words, Chinese

global hegemony would be a real possibility.

Figure 1: Revising down the rise of China
CHINA'S PROJECTED GDP RELATIVE TO US, NOMINAL USD
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Our baseline projection
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With long-term average economic growth of 2–3%, expectations for the future look

completely different. China would still likely become the largest economy in the world in US

dollar terms. But its advantage over the United States would be modest and not enough to

confer any significant general competitive advantage, at least not on the basis of its

economic size alone. Moreover, China would lack the economic heft needed to compete with

major Western economies as a group, for example in terms of its ability to devote resources

to science and innovation, military spending, or financing overseas infrastructure projects.

Finally, although the average person in China would be vastly better off economically than

today, China would remain far less prosperous and productive per person than the United

States and other rich countries, even by mid-century.

This paper presents these arguments across eight sections. The first section discusses

existing views of China’s long-term economic future and the authors’ analytical approach. The

following sections then examine the outlook for demographics, housing investment, public

investment, and productivity growth as sources of future growth deceleration. We then bring

this together to assess China’s future growth prospects if it continues along its current

trajectory as well as the realism of more bullish economic predictions. Finally, we consider the

implications for the narrative around China’s global rise, particularly compared to long-term

growth expectations for the rest of the world.

Predicting China’s economic future

China’s economy is currently the largest in the world when measured at purchasing power

parity (PPP), which corrects for price differences across countries. This is most relevant for

understanding average living standards, productivity, and overall economic production.

However, for other purposes such as understanding China’s impact on global markets or the

relative economic strength of nations, measuring economic size at prevailing market

exchange rates is more relevant. On this measure, China’s economy places second, at almost

three-quarters the size of America’s. However, the International Monetary Fund (IMF)

forecasts that figure will be almost 90% by 2026. If that trend continued, China would

overtake the United States before 2030. If China remained on a commensurate trajectory

over the following decades, its economy could be more than twice the size of America’s by

mid-century when measured in US dollars. Some believe that China has the potential to grow

even faster, in which case its economy could reach a staggering 4–5 times America’s by

2050. 

Predicting long-term economic growth is a fraught exercise, not least because the precise

determinants of growth are not well understood and much depends on emergent

phenomena, such as politics and technology, which are inherently difficult to predict. It is

often impossible to say with much certainty what the precise growth effects of specific

policies might be, while studies suggest that even measurable economic reform has

empirically proven a weak explanator of sustained changes in the pace of economic growth.

[6]

[7] 
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Finally, while all countries are unique, China is particularly so — given its immense size,

particular history and institutions, and geopolitical standing. Importantly, while no country

has been able to keep progressing economically from where China is today without

eventually democratising, the group of available comparators is small.

Despite the wide range of predictions from the economics profession,

analysts considering the broader implications of China’s global rise tend to

employ growth assumptions leaning heavily towards the more bullish end of

the spectrum, centring on growth of about 5–6% a year to 2050.

These difficulties notwithstanding, a range of long-term predictions exists. Among

economists, at the most bullish end of the spectrum is former World Bank chief economist

Justin Lin who argues that China could potentially sustain growth at 7–8% a year for decades,

basing this on the performance of the earlier East Asian “miracle” economies of Japan, South

Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore. Leading China scholar Nicholas Lardy is more

pessimistic about the country’s current trajectory but nonetheless thinks, with the right

policies, it has the potential to grow much faster than 6–7% a year for some time. At the

other end of the spectrum, Lant Pritchett and former US treasury secretary Larry Summers

famously predicted in 2014 that, based on the cross-country evidence, China would likely

suffer “reversion to the mean”, with growth slowing to a little less than 4% a year, and possibly

as low as 2%. In between these extremes are numerous other predictions. Overall, among

20 recent studies, the majority suggest China’s economic growth could average around 5% a

year or higher to 2030 and about 3.5–4% a year from 2020–2050. 

Despite the wide range of predictions from the economics profession, analysts considering

the broader implications of China’s global rise tend to employ growth assumptions leaning

heavily towards the more bullish end of the spectrum, centring on growth of about 5–6% a

year to 2050. For instance, in assessing the future of China’s relations with the rest of the

world, leading China expert David Shambaugh assumes growth of 4–6% a year over the

coming decades. In analysing how China’s rise is affecting the rest of the world, other

analysts implicitly assume China might grow at about 6% a year or more, to reach an

economy three times the size of the United States by mid-century. In assessing the

contest between the United States and China for global systemic leadership, Fred Bergsten

of the Peterson Institute assumes China might grow at anywhere between 4–7% a year for

decades. The billionaire investor Ray Dalio suggests China’s economy will become twice

the size of America’s, which would require growth of around 5% a year sustained over

decades. 

Evidently, much of the discussion around the global rise of China tends to preference

extrapolating the trend, placing more weight on observed performance rather than

deterministic models based on cross-country statistical relationships, at least where these

[8] 

[9] 

[10] 

[11] 

[12]

[13] 

[14] 
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differ significantly with recent economic performance. Given uncertainty about the deep

determinants of economic growth and wildly conflicting views from economists, extrapolating

recently observed performance may seem a reasonable strategy. The arguments of the China

growth pessimists are also somewhat unsatisfying, as these often fail to explain why the

growth of China’s economy has been so fast for so long.

In China’s case, growth has been particularly capital-intensive. Despite

efforts to rebalance its economy towards consumption, investment remains

extremely high at about 43% of GDP.

While economists struggle to identify the deep determinants of economic growth,

understanding the basic building blocks or “proximate sources” of growth is more feasible

and can help narrow down the range of possible economic futures significantly. We utilise

this approach, assessing China’s growth prospects using a growth accounting framework

where economic growth broadly comes from changes in the number of workers, human

capital (education), investment in physical capital — from buildings to business equipment

and public infrastructure — and increases in what economists refer to as “total factor

productivity”, or simply “productivity” as it will be referred to here. A key feature of such

models is that individual factors of production (notably capital) exhibit diminishing returns if

increased in isolation or out of proportion with other factors, unless this is accompanied by

faster productivity growth.

In China’s case, growth has been particularly capital-intensive. Despite efforts to rebalance

its economy towards consumption, investment remains extremely high at about 43% of GDP.

Capital-intensive growth immediately suggests that China’s growth will eventually run out of

steam. However, a key limitation of the conventional growth accounting approach is that this

usually does not distinguish between different types of capital. This is especially problematic

in the case of China, where unsustainable investment in housing and infrastructure is a major

feature. Since investment in these areas is widely expected to decline, but also has lower

direct returns than business investment, a standard growth accounting approach risks

underestimating China’s future growth prospects.

We therefore consider multiple growth accounting approaches, using several different

capital stock estimates drawn from credible sources (technical details are presented in the

appendix):

A conventional model with a single type of capital, drawing upon the widely used capital

stock estimates of the Penn World Table.

1.

A model differentiating between public and private capital, using capital stock estimates

compiled by the IMF.

2.
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We adopt the last model, blending China-specific and internationally comparable capital

stock estimates from the IMF, as our baseline approach, in part because it produces results

at the middle of the range. Despite the differences across the models, China’s projected

growth falls within a narrow range averaging 2–3% a year to 2050. This suggests our overall

conclusion of a substantial impending growth slowdown is robust.

Figure 2 uses our baseline growth accounting approach to examine the proximate sources of

China’s economic growth over the preceding decades. Economic growth slowed from around

10% a year over 1980–2010 to just under 7% during the past decade. An expanding

workforce was a major source of economic growth during the 1980s, but its contribution

shrank as China’s one-child policy greatly reduced the number of new workers entering the

workforce. Productivity growth was a major source of growth during the first three decades

of China’s reform and opening up period, but at a slowing pace especially in the past decade.

Meanwhile, rising levels of education have made a consistent modest contribution to

economic growth.   

 

Figure 2: China’s investment-driven growth model

A model differentiating between business, housing, and public capital drawing upon

China-specific capital stock estimates used by the World Bank.

3.

Finally, two additional models that blend the China-specific estimates for different types

of capital with the internationally comparable estimates produced by the Penn World

Table and IMF respectively.

4.
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China's sources of economic growth
AVERAGE ANNUAL % GROWTH BY SOURCE

Source: authors' calculations based on IMF Investment and Capital Stock Dataset 2021, Penn World Tables 10.0,
Herd (2020), and CEIC Data
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China's high investment rate
REAL INVESTMENT AS A SHARE OF GDP

Source: authors' calculations based on IMF Investment and Capital Stock Dataset 2021, Penn World Tables 10.0,
Herd (2020), and CEIC Data
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The biggest source of China’s growth by far in recent times has been capital accumulation,

accounting for three-quarters of growth during the last decade. Notably, while investment in

housing and public capital account for the lion’s share of investment (Figure 2, second panel),

business capital (including by state-owned firms) is estimated to have been the far larger

source of growth (Figure 2, first panel), reflecting its higher economic returns.This has two

major implications for thinking about China’s growth potential that we explore further in the

paper. First, a future reduction in China’s extremely high investment rate due to lower housing

and infrastructure investment would have much less severe growth implications compared to

a reduction in business investment. And second, business investment has nonetheless also

been relatively high, indicating that this too can be expected to increasingly suffer from

diminishing returns.

China’s demographic constraint

The most straightforward aspect of China’s long-term growth outlook is its stark

demographics. The legacy of China’s draconian past population policies and its rapid
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demographic transition mean China’s population is set to shrink and age rapidly over the

coming decades. China’s working age population has been shrinking since the middle of last

decade. The latest national census indicates that the fertility rate has fallen rapidly over the

past decade to just 1.3 births per woman in 2020 — well below the replacement rate of 2.1.

This is broadly in line with the lower-case projections of the United Nations, which suggest

that by 2050 China’s working age population will have shrunk by roughly 220 million people

(Figure 3, left panel) — about one-fifth of its current level — while rapid ageing will see its

demographic profile quickly converge on that in Europe, which is itself ageing. Over-65s will

constitute more than a quarter of the Chinese population by 2050.

Importantly, China’s ability to materially offset this demographic outlook is limited. Beijing has

been relaxing family planning restrictions over the past decade — most recently introducing a

three-child policy — but so far to minimal effect. With Chinese family preferences having

seemingly shifted towards smaller sizes, lifting fertility will at minimum take time, with

success in any case requiring around two decades to translate into an increase in available

workers.

Figure 3: China’s disadvantageous demographic outlook

[17] 
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China’s working age population
MILLIONS, ACTUAL AND PROJECTED

Source: authors’ calculations based on UN Population Division
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Contrasting East Asian demographics
ANNUAL % WORKFORCE GROWTH - NEXT 30 YEARS

Source: authors’ calculations based on UN Population Division
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Similarly, efforts aimed at lifting labour force participation will likely only make a marginal

difference in the scheme of things. By our estimate, easing mandatory retirement rules, for

instance, might only add around 14–17 million extra workers to China’s total labour force. 

That would only be enough to offset the decline in overall participation in the labour force

that we estimate can be expected anyway as China’s population ages — as older workers are

more likely to stop working (or reduce their hours) even before reaching retirement age.

Meanwhile, other policy options such as improving access to child and aged care services to

encourage women to stay in the workforce must contend with the fact that China’s female

labour force participation rate is already abnormally high, suggesting further substantial

increase may be difficult, while government policy efforts to lift fertility would simultaneously

be pushing in the opposite direction.

Comparing China’s demographic outlook with that of South Korea and Taiwan historically

(Figure 3, right panel), makes clear how significant the implications are for China’s future

growth prospects and why it is virtually impossible for China to match the headline growth

rates of its East Asian miracle predecessors. South Korea and Taiwan are generally seen as

the most relevant benchmarks for China’s future growth potential, whereas Japan’s

[18]
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performance was boosted by post-war recovery, while Hong Kong and Singapore are city-

states. South Korea and Taiwan were each at a similar level of relative economic development

as China today in 1980 and 1975 respectively. Back then, both were in the middle of their

demographic dividends, with workforces expanding by about 1.5% a year for the next three

decades. By contrast, China’s workforce is expected to contract by an average of 0.8% a year

— a more than two percentage point difference.

Population ageing will, however, likely sap China’s future growth prospects by even more. As

already mentioned, easing retirement age rules would be required simply to offset declining

labour force participation with population ageing. Demographic decline will also reduce the

need for additional investment — especially in housing and infrastructure, but also business

assets — as well as contributing to productivity headwinds, as economic activity shifts

towards domestic services (e.g. aged care) with lower productivity growth, as discussed in

the following sections.

Housing investment faces structural decline

China’s demographic decline means there will be fewer people needing houses to live in than

otherwise. This suggests that China’s housing market now faces structural decline. Major

repercussions are likely as a result, with the Chinese housing market already going through a

difficult regulatory-driven financial shake out following decades of rapid growth and

investment. Over the past two decades, housing investment is estimated to have doubled to

14% of GDP, accounting for about half of all private fixed investment. By comparison, total

real estate investment was 6% of GDP in the United States at the height of its own

construction boom in the mid-2000s.

Concerns about oversupply, excessive leverage, speculative investment, and rapid price

increases are longstanding. China’s policymakers have recently begun to rein in the housing

market more decisively as a result, through tightening regulatory controls, slowing mortgage

growth, and imposing new rules limiting the ability of property development companies to

borrow if they fail to meet “three red lines” governing key financial ratios. China Evergrande —

a massive conglomerate with total liabilities amounting to 3% of China’s GDP — was the first

major casualty and sparked concerns about broader economic contagion. Evergrande ran

afoul of all three financial red lines, pushing the developer into a liquidity crunch that could

lead to bankruptcy.

How Beijing manages these near-term risks to contain any broader economic damage

remains to be seen. On the one hand, the government has managed similar problems in

recent years at other large, troubled corporates without triggering wider financial issues. 

On the other hand, many large property development companies appear financially

vulnerable and market conditions will likely become more difficult, as detailed below. 

[19] 

[20] 

[21]

[22]
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Demand for higher quality housing as per capita incomes rise would keep

housing investment elevated in real terms until around the end of the 2020s,

but this too eventually enters structural decline.

The fundamental issue from a long-term growth perspective is that the housing sector faces

structural, not only cyclical, decline. This is driven by China’s uniquely stark demographic

outlook as well as a slowing economy. Figure 4 projects the future of urban housing

investment in China to 2050. China’s urban population is expected to rise until the 2040s,

but at a sharply decelerating rate compared to previous decades — following UN projections

for ongoing rapid urbanisation, but with a shrinking overall population (Figure 4, top left

panel). As a result, China will go from an increase of about 20 million additional people living

in urban areas each year today to just 10 million additional people each year by 2030. By the

2040s, the number of people living in urban areas will be falling by a few million people each

year.

Total demand for urban floor space can be expected to grow a little faster than the urban

population itself, as rising incomes lift per capita demand, though at a slower pace than

previously due to slower economic growth. Nonetheless, this income effect pales in

comparison to decelerating urban population growth, implying a dramatic decline in annual

urban housing construction (Figure 4, top right panel). By the 2040s, urban floor space

construction will be sustained entirely by the need to maintain the existing housing stock.

Demand for higher quality housing as per capita incomes rise would keep housing investment

elevated in real terms until around the end of the 2020s, but this too eventually enters

structural decline (Figure 4, bottom left panel). Housing investment will therefore become a

drag on the overall Chinese economy, falling from a peak of 14% of GDP a few years ago to

eventually just 4% of GDP by 2050 (Figure 4, bottom right panel). Importantly, even in the

best-case scenario where China can sustain economic growth at 5% a year to 2050, housing

investment declines sharply in importance as other parts of the economy grow more rapidly.

Figure 4: China’s housing sector faces structural decline
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Considering additional factors mostly renders the outlook for China’s urban housing market

even more negative. While demand for housing in China may be especially strong due to

social norms favouring home ownership and limited alternative investment options, housing

demand for these purposes looks increasingly satiated — with around 90% of urban

registered households reportedly owning their own home and most homebuyers already

owning at least one other house. Combined with longstanding signs of oversupply, this

suggests that the historical relationship between rising income and housing demand could if

anything weaken going forward. Finally, weaker future economic growth would likely reduce

urban employment opportunities and potentially therefore the pace of rural-urban migration.

Faster reform of China’s hukou system of internal migration controls, conversely, could

provide a significant new source of fundamental housing demand. 

The implications for China’s economy from the end of the housing boom will be far-reaching,

and potentially destabilising. Local government budgets would come under strain, as land

transfer fees make up a third of local fiscal revenue. Financial system fragilities related to real

estate have also grown substantially. As noted, many property development companies are

financially fragile. Real estate also now accounts for 30% of outstanding bank loans and the

[24] 
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household leverage ratio has tripled over the past decade to 60% of GDP. In addition,

Chinese house prices are amongst the most expensive in the world relative to local incomes

— and thus exposed to a potential sharp price correction. 

Because the decline of housing investment is structural, policy attempts to resist this and

keep investment artificially elevated would only risk generating even more problematic

oversupply issues. How challenging this proves will in considerable part depend on the

broader macroeconomic growth environment. As the bottom left panel in Figure 4 highlights,

this will determine whether China’s housing sector enters absolute or relative decline.Our

argument that growth is likely to slow substantially over the coming decade should therefore

be of particular concern. China’s policymakers will face a difficult task of managing down the

housing boom. But even assuming these challenges can be successfully navigated, lower

housing investment will nonetheless be an important drag on future Chinese economic

growth.

The limits of over-investment in public infrastructure

According to estimates compiled by the IMF, China’s public investment rate (a rough proxy

for infrastructure investment) is about 16% of GDP or a little over a third of total fixed

investment. While high infrastructure investment was an important ingredient in the

experience of the East Asian miracle economies of the past, public investment in China has

been substantially higher than in any of these cases (Figure 5, left panel). Looking at an

alternative measure compiled by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Development (OECD) for inland transport investment, China again stands out, investing

vastly more than any other major economy today (Figure 5, right panel).

The merits of China’s over-investment model have been debated for some time. Critics have

long argued that it is inefficient and wasteful, while others have often responded by pointing

to China’s low stock of capital per worker as evidence that this can be economically justified.

China’s high-speed rail (HSR) network epitomises its high infrastructure investment

strategy and the debate surrounding it. A 2019 World Bank report notes that China was the

first country at such a relatively low-income level to begin developing an HSR network. 

Nonetheless, since 2008, it had installed over 25 000 kilometres of dedicated high-speed

railway lines, vastly more than in the rest of the world combined. Critics point to China’s HSR

network as a key example of wasteful over-investment. Yet the World Bank report concludes

that the HSR network appears not only financially viable, but also to be delivering strong

economic benefits on net.

Figure 5: China invests far more in public infrastructure than others

[27]
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Public investment in China compared to the past East Asian 'miracles'
REAL PUBLIC INVESTMENT, % OF GDP
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Total inland transport investment in China compared to others today
% OF GDP, 2010-19 AVERAGE

Source: authors’ calculations, OECD Statistics
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Whatever the merits of China’s past high infrastructure investment strategy, the country’s

circumstances have now changed dramatically. After decades of heavy investment, China’s

public capital per worker ratio is no longer so low. Figure 6 displays the level of public capital

per worker across countries and time for a given level of output per worker. Public capital per

worker in China is now much higher than that seen in most other emerging economies when

they were at a similar level of economic development — including the East Asian miracle

economies in the past — and already comparable to some advanced economies. This picture

is confirmed looking at indicators of infrastructure quality. For instance, according to the

Global Competitiveness Report, China is ranked either first or second in the world on

measures of airport connectivity, shipping connectivity, and electricity access and tenth in

terms of road connectivity. As mentioned, China already has the world’s largest HSR

network. HSR now makes up over 40% of China’s total rail network — more than double the

share in Korea, Spain, or Japan as the nearest competitors .
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China’s already elevated level of public capital per worker means it is running out of scope to

use public investment as a driver of rapid economic growth. For one, Chinese public

investment will suffer from much sharper diminishing returns going forward compared to

both its own recent experience and that of the past East Asian miracle economies, which at a

similar point of development had more room left to benefit from additional infrastructure

spending.

In addition, comparing China to the international historical record suggests that it cannot

continue with such a high rate of public investment for much longer. If China continues to

invest in public capital at the current rate as shown in the projection in Figure 6, public capital

per worker would quickly begin to reach absurd levels. By 2030, public capital per worker

would be about US$80 000, a level similar to some of the richest countries in the world

today, despite China still having vastly lower average worker productivity — indicating

substantial inefficiency. By 2040, public capital per worker in China would be US$120 000 —

about 50% higher than most rich economies, well beyond even Japan’s abnormal experience,

and heading towards a level more than twice as high as that in any other country by 2050.

Unless one wants to entertain fantastical notions of Chinese infrastructure exceptionalism,

maintaining the current pace of public infrastructure investment seems implausible without

running into some sort of secular limit, or crisis — with investment descending into ever

greater excess capacity, inefficiency, and outright waste. In our growth projections, we

therefore assume a more reasonable path where public investment falls to about 8% of GDP,

about half the current rate, and is kept at that level. This would, for instance, deliver a

trajectory similar to Japan’s experience over the past few decades.

No productivity miracle

[32] 
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Future Chinese economic progress will increasingly be determined by the future of Chinese

productivity growth. As noted in The Economist, China’s leaders have become “obsessed with

how to boost productivity” and have set out wide-ranging policy initiatives to achieve this,

focused on industrial modernisation, better urbanisation, and various reforms aimed at lifting

efficiency. China has many factors in its favour that should augur well for future

productivity growth — including a relatively well-educated workforce, good infrastructure,

clear innovative capabilities, and a large internal market. The key question however is: what

pace of productivity performance can China realistically achieve?

China has achieved significant productivity gains over the past four decades since reform

began, with productivity growth averaging 3.9% a year over the entire period by our estimate.

However, placed in proper context, China’s performance looks less impressive. China is not

really a “miracle” economy when it comes to productivity. Instead, China’s historically strong

productivity performance appears more a reflection of its incredibly low starting point, the

deep inefficiencies plaguing the planned economy of Maoist China, and the large catch-up

dividends unleashed by gradual market-oriented reforms over the ensuing decades. 

Figure 7 compares China’s productivity performance to that of the East Asian miracle

economies when each was at a comparable level of development relative to the United

States. This reveals that China’s performance has been “miracle-like” largely because it began

its rapid catch-up-growth phase at a much lower starting point. When China began its reform

and opening up period in the late 1970s, its output per worker was just 2% of that in America,

compared to around 10–25% when each of the East Asian miracle economies generally began

their own periods of super-fast growth. At comparable levels of development, Figure 7 shows

that Chinese productivity growth appears to have underperformed by a wide margin.

[33] 
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Figure 7: China is not really a productivity 'miracle'
TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH, SMOOTHED TREND RATE (% PER

ANNUM)
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What about the future? Chinese productivity growth has been slowing according to most

estimates (and even turned negative according to some). Looking ahead, while it is always

difficult to judge where future Chinese policy directions might lead, there are good reasons

to think that productivity growth will continue to slow over the long term — even if things go

reasonably well.

First, slowing productivity growth would be in line with standard economic thinking about the

nature of catch-up growth. One of the central tenets of growth economics is that of

“conditional convergence”: the idea that poorer countries tend to grow faster than richer

ones after controlling for other key variables. The corollary is that growth tends to slow as

countries grow richer and the opportunities for easy catch-up gains dissipate. China’s

decelerating long-term productivity trend demonstrates that it has been no exception to the

general pattern.

Moreover, in China’s case, the biggest productivity wins — dismantling its planned economy,

opening up to international trade, investment and ideas, and moving workers from low

productivity agriculture into higher productivity industrial and urban service jobs — have

largely already been realised. Future productivity gains will therefore likely be increasingly

[35] 
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incremental and more reliant on building new institutional capabilities that inherently take

time to develop — for example, a modern financial system that directs capital to the most

productive investments, capable regulatory institutions that can support higher quality

growth, and a well-functioning legal system that provides a stronger foundation for private

entrepreneurship and innovation.

A second (related) reason to expect slower future productivity growth is the idea of the

“middle income trap”. Whether or not a specific “trap” exists is debatable. What is clear

however is that the reform requirements for sustaining rapid growth get harder to

successfully deliver as countries develop, at both a technical and political level. In line with

this, most contemporary assessments of the overall pace of reform in China conclude that

progress over the last decade has been mixed at best — with the explanation down to a

combination of vested interests blocking reform (e.g. reform of state-owned enterprises) and

the technical complexity of achieving the desired reforms (e.g. combating moral hazard in the

financial system without triggering instability or further opening up the capital account

without prompting excessive capital outflows). 

Whereas the previous East Asian miracle economies benefitted substantially

from relatively unfettered access to Western markets and technologies,

geopolitics means China can no longer do so and instead faces the prospect

of intensifying “decoupling” with the United States and potentially other

advanced Western economies.

The implication is that, even though there are many reforms that China might usefully

undertake, whether these are successfully pursued, and at a sufficient pace, is a very

different matter. Abolishing China’s hukou system, for example, is a longstanding and well-

recognised growth priority that would likely deliver substantial economic (and social) benefits

— supporting the manufacturing sector, reducing precautionary saving, encouraging stronger

household consumption, and enabling a smoother adjustment in the housing market.

Nonetheless, hukou reform continues to proceed slowly. 

A third reason to expect productivity growth to slow is that China faces specific additional

headwinds. Whereas the previous East Asian miracle economies benefitted substantially

from relatively unfettered access to Western markets and technologies, geopolitics means

China can no longer do so and instead faces the prospect of intensifying “decoupling” with

the United States and potentially other advanced Western economies. 

Decoupling refers to government measures aimed at reducing economic interdependencies

for geopolitical reasons — particularly in trade and technology. On the trade front, China was

already forced to move away from export-driven growth after the 2008–09 financial crisis, a

trend since reinforced as bilateral relations with the United States have deteriorated. China’s

[37] [38] 
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immense size and already very large position in global manufacturing exports also suggest

limits as to its ability to continue to rely on export-led growth the way the previous miracle

economies were able to. 

Technological restrictions will reduce China’s access to the global technological frontier while

also disrupting its own technological innovation by reducing the scope for cross-border

collaboration. The ultimate impact on China's growth is inherently difficult to predict and

will depend on the extent of restrictions put in place, how markets reorganise, and China’s

success in plugging key points of vulnerability (such as advanced semiconductors). But the

effects threaten to be significant. A recent IMF study, for instance, estimates that

technological spillovers linked to research and development in the United States have

contributed about 0.2 percentage points to annual productivity growth in China in recent

years. Adding in spillovers from Germany, Britain, France, and Japan takes the figure to

0.3 percentage points. Compounding a 0.2–0.3 loss in annual productivity growth would

imply a cumulative 6–8% reduction in GDP by 2050 compared to otherwise.

Assuming China continues along its current trajectory therefore suggests

that productivity growth will continue to slow, even assuming Chinese policy

proves reasonably successful.

In part due to deteriorating external circumstances, China is looking to become more inwardly

focused, with the new “dual circulation” strategy deepening Beijing’s emphasis on relying

more on domestic consumption and indigenous innovation. This may be a necessary

response to put the economy on a more sustainable and resilient footing. But it is also a

recipe for slower productivity growth. Greater domestic consumption implies a shift towards

producing domestic services, which tend to exhibit relatively slow productivity growth,

pulling down the economy’s overall productivity performance. Rapid population ageing will

reinforce this effect, as health and aged care services also tend to exhibit slow productivity

growth. Meanwhile, even successful domestic innovation efforts will likely deliver much

smaller productivity gains compared to the standard catch-up strategy of absorbing and

adapting knowledge and technologies from overseas. 

Assuming China continues along its current trajectory therefore suggests that productivity

growth will continue to slow, even assuming Chinese policy proves reasonably successful.

What pace of productivity growth might China then realise over the coming decades?

Starting at a broadly similar point of development to China today, productivity growth in the

original East Asian miracle economies decelerated by roughly 30% over the next three

decades. If China follows a similar pattern, productivity growth would average 1% a year to

2050. Implicitly, this assumes China is able to achieve a similar degree of success in

sustaining past progress as seen in the original East Asian miracle economies, after

correcting for China’s weaker track record.
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An alternative approach is to seek to link future productivity growth to potential

improvements in China’s policy and institutional settings, as several other studies of China’s

future growth prospects do. While that approach is useful for making the case for

economic reform, for the purposes of constructing baseline expectations of China’s long-term

growth it has important drawbacks compared to a more straightforward trend extrapolation.

As previously noted, the link between observable reform and accelerations in economic

growth is empirically murky. More important, critical assumptions must in any case be made

about the pace of future policy and institutional improvement. Yet it is not clear what should

guide any such assessment other than attempting to extrapolate China’s reform track record

to date. Our approach, therefore, is to simply let China’s productivity track record speak for

itself, rather than unnecessarily muddying the waters.

A final related consideration is the possibility that weakening economic growth will eventually

prompt the adoption of more forceful economic reform. The political imperative to maintain

economic legitimacy means China’s policymakers have a successful track record of

unleashing new waves of productivity-enhancing reforms in response to weakening economic

prospects. Any baseline projection of China’s long-term economic future needs to reflect this.

Nonetheless, delivering long-term productivity growth is not simply about unleashing a new

wave of productivity-enhancing reforms. Rather, it is about sustaining continual improvement

over decades. Figure 8 shows that China’s history is one of periodic reform waves in response

to deteriorating economic performance, nonetheless occurring around a clear decelerating

trend — partly reflecting deep structural forces, but also the reality that China’s considerable

reform capabilities are, ultimately, subject to limits. In other words, even allowing for an

eventual acceleration in reform, there is no strong empirical reason why baseline

expectations of China’s long-term productivity performance should deviate from its gradually

slowing long-term trend.

[48] 
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Figure 8: Unleashing versus sustaining productivity growth
CHINA % TFP GROWTH, 5 YEAR MOVING AVERAGE VS SMOOTHED TREND

Source: authors’ estimates, using baseline growth accounting model (see appendix)
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Establishing a baseline for China’s long-term growth

Looking at the proximate sources of where growth might come from suggests that China’s

economy should be expected to slow substantially over the coming years and decades

ahead. An outlook for gradually slowing growth is standard for any rapid catch-up economy.

But the twin legacies of China’s uniquely draconian population policies and investment-heavy

growth model mean China’s future deceleration is likely to be much sharper.

We now pull together our assessments from the preceding sections to project future Chinese

economic growth. The size of China’s workforce is expected to shrink in line with the lower-

case demographic projection of the United Nations. We assume China lifts retirement age

rules. However, we estimate that this will merely offset the expected decline in labour force

participation due to population ageing. For average worker education, we extrapolate recent

trends, which show a slowly decelerating pace of human capital improvement. Owing to

structural decline, housing investment is projected to fall from a peak of about 14% of GDP to

4% of GDP by 2050. Public investment is assumed to fall to 8% of GDP by 2030 and remain

at that level thereafter, delivering a more sustainable, though still extreme, trajectory of

public capital per worker.
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Lower housing and public investment could potentially free resources for greater business

investment. However, a major lift in business investment seems unlikely. Progress with

market-oriented reforms has been limited and, without this, decelerating growth would more

likely see business investment deterred, rather than encouraged. Nonetheless, we lean

toward the optimistic side and allow for higher business investment to offset half of the

decline in housing investment from 2030 onwards. Taking all this into account, total

investment falls from the current 43% of GDP to 33% of GDP on average over the coming

decades. This is again a somewhat optimistic assumption given several studies suggest that

China’s national savings rate will likely decline by an even greater margin. 

Finally, productivity growth is assumed to slow by 30% compared to its current trend pace to

a long-term average of 1% a year, in line with the experience of the original East Asian miracle

economies from a similar point of development and again leaning towards the optimistic side

by ignoring the additional headwinds from decoupling and a more inwardly oriented economy

that China is likely to face.

Pulling together these projected building blocks of future growth suggests that China’s

economic progress will slow appreciably over the coming decades from a trend pace of about

6% today to a projected range of 2–3% a year to 2050, depending on the specific growth

model and data sources used. Using our baseline model, growth would average 2.5% a year

to 2050. Much of the decline is projected to occur over the coming decade, with annual

growth decelerating to around 3% a year by 2030 and further to about 2% a year by 2040.
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Figure 9: China's sources of economic growth
AVERAGE ANNUAL % GROWTH BY SOURCE

Source: authors’ projections, using baseline growth accounting model (see appendix)
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Figure 9 shows projected growth and its proximate sources over the coming decades. The

majority of future economic growth would continue to come from business investment and

productivity growth, while demographics will subtract substantially. Figure 10 focuses

specifically on the sources of China’s growth deceleration compared to its trend pace prior to

Covid-19. Interestingly, business investment is the largest single source of growth

deceleration, reflecting diminishing returns, even as it remains the largest single source of

future growth. Meanwhile, housing and public investment are much smaller sources of

deceleration, reflecting the much smaller growth contribution made by these areas to begin

with.
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Figure 10: Sources of future growth deceleration to 2050
BASELINE PROJECTION TO 2050 RELATIVE TO RECENT TREND GROWTH, %

PER ANNUM

Source: authors’ projections, using baseline growth accounting model (see appendix)
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Although we project future Chinese economic growth to slow sharply, this is not predicated

on China “failing”. Rather, the projections assume China continues to succeed. Investment

would remain high by international standards and comparable to the pace seen in South

Korea and Taiwan at an analogous point of development. Productivity growth would remain

reasonably robust. Growth in output per worker, the most important measure of economic

progress, would average 3–4% a year, similar to the pace seen in other upper middle income

countries prior to the Covid-19 pandemic.

Rather than forecasting the failure of China, the core drivers of China’s projected slowdown

are simply the legacy effects of China’s historical population policies and heavily investment-

driven growth model. In this sense, our projection of substantially slower future growth is

qualitatively different to those of many other China growth pessimists whose predictions are

based on the idea that China will eventually cease to be “special”, that policy is becoming

increasingly deficient, or that a financial crisis is almost inevitable. Without discounting these

more pessimistic predictions, our argument is more straightforward in that the sources of

future deceleration are readily identifiable, follow naturally from China’s particular growth

history, and will occur even if economic policy remains broadly successful.
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Nonetheless, our baseline projections are notably lower than the majority of existing studies,

which predict growth averaging around 5% to 2030 and 3.5–4% overall to 2050 (and well

below expectations amongst geopolitical analysts for growth of 5–6% a year to 2050). This is

especially striking since we adopt relatively optimistic assumptions, including that business

investment will rise, overall investment levels will remain relatively elevated despite downward

pressure on national savings from an ageing population, and that productivity growth will

only trend mildly lower in line with the experience in other East Asian success stories despite

the additional headwinds China faces from decoupling. The key difference between our

analysis and most existing studies is that the latter often either do not explicitly incorporate

the degree to which China’s growth has been heavily capital-intensive, and therefore cannot

be easily sustained, or they implicitly make overly optimistic assumptions about the pace of

future productivity growth (as discussed in the next section).

How realistic are more bullish forecasts?

China notionally has the potential to grow faster than our baseline projection. Given China’s

demographic outlook and limited scope for further growth through capital accumulation,

achieving growth materially faster than our baseline range of 2–3% a year would essentially

require China to achieve much faster productivity growth. A common line of argument is that

China is still well below the global productivity frontier, implying it still has considerable

scope for rapid catch-up growth. We have however already argued that, while this is possible,

there are strong reasons to think it will be difficult for China to translate this potential into

faster productivity growth, which is instead more likely to continue to slow. Nonetheless, the

potential exists. The question then is, what pace of productivity growth and therefore overall

economic growth might be realistic in a more bullish scenario?

Before we turn to productivity specifically, we first allow for more optimistic assumptions

regarding business investment and human capital improvement. Specifically, we assume

China is able to fully, rather than partially, redirect the projected reduction in housing

investment into higher business investment from 2030 onwards. Diminishing returns, given

China’s business investment rate is already relatively high, means this however only adds

another 0.2 percentage points to average annual economic growth to 2050. China can also

try to do better in improving education rates. China’s workforce is however already relatively

well-educated given its per capita income level. And with fewer young workers entering the

labour force, it will be difficult for China to dramatically raise the average education level of

its workforce (unless China opened its borders to significant skilled immigration, which is

unlikely). For argument’s sake, we assume that China is able to accelerate the pace of human

capital increase to twice the pace assumed in our baseline. This adds another 0.3 percentage

points to annual economic growth.
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Figure 11: Productivity growth in East Asia from a similar point of
development to China today

TFP GROWTH OVER NEXT THIRTY YEARS, AVERAGE % PER ANNUM

Source: authors’ estimates, using baseline growth accounting model (see appendix)
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Given this, what rate of productivity growth would it take for China to achieve average growth

of 5–7% a year to 2050 as the more bullish predictions suggest is possible, and how feasible

is this? Figure 11 provides an instructive answer. It shows the pace of productivity growth

required to achieve economic growth of 5–7% a year to 2050 and compares this to both

China’s own recent performance and that seen historically in Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea

from an analogous point of development. Getting to 7% growth would require Chinese

productivity growth of 3.8% a year — a proposition that seems almost infeasible. Doing so

would require China not only to far exceed the productivity performance of the original East

Asian miracle economies, but also return to a pace of productivity growth not achieved in

China since the mid-1990s.

Achieving 5% economic growth appears more feasible, though still a task well beyond China’s

current trajectory. This would require China not only to lift its current productivity

performance substantially from 1.3% to 2.3% a year, but also to sustain this for decades,

despite the fact that productivity growth is more likely to slow, as earlier discussed. The last

time China was able to achieve productivity growth around that pace was before the 2008–

09 financial crisis.

[52] 
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Emerging digital technologies are perhaps one way China might achieve

faster productivity growth. Yet, the dividends of emerging digital

technologies to date have been insufficient to lift aggregate productivity

growth.

Moreover, Chinese productivity growth has to date underperformed the original East Asian

miracles at comparable points of development by a sizeable margin. Yet, to deliver 5%

economic growth, China would need to exceed the historical productivity performance of

South Korea and match that of Taiwan from a similar point of development, despite the fact

that China is likely to face additional obstacles from trade and technological decoupling.

Emerging digital technologies are perhaps one way China might achieve faster productivity

growth. Yet, the dividends of emerging digital technologies to date have been insufficient to

lift aggregate productivity growth. It is also worth noting that productivity growth in South

Korea and Taiwan also benefitted historically from important digital dividends, through the

rise of information and communication technologies and the fragmented global value chains

and hyper-globalisation this enabled — of particular benefit to these economies.

Revisiting “the rise of China”

Our core argument is that the central expectation should be for Chinese economic growth to

be around 2–3% a year to 2050, implying a significant downward revision in the narrative of a

rising China. This section discusses some of the key implications if this assessment is correct.

Because China’s rise is in significant part a relative issue, we construct growth projections for

the rest of the world. To construct a set of forecasts reflective of the mainstream view, we

blend together the latest medium-term projections of the IMF (to capture current thinking on

the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic) with long-term forecasts published by the OECD in

2018.

The first question is framed in terms of what slower growth means for China’s own

development. China has moved away from formal growth targets, however to the extent

China retains implicit targets, our analysis suggests it will likely fall short (Figure 12, left

panel). Official statements indicate that by 2035, China is aiming to double both real GDP per

capita and the overall size of its economy relative to 2020 levels.  Hitting those targets

would require both variables to grow by at least 4.7% a year over the next 15 years. Our

baseline projections imply overall economic growth of 3.4–4.0% a year during 2020–2035

and per capita growth of 3.5–4.2% a year. China would therefore fall short on both counts.

Figure 12: China’s economic future measured in PPP terms

[53] 

[54] 
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China's future relative to 2020
BASELINE PROJECTION IN PPP TERMS, 2020 = 100

Source: authors’ projections, using baseline growth accounting model 
(see appendix)
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China relative to the US
BASELINE PROJECTION IN PPP TERMS, CHINA AS A % OF US LEVEL

Source: authors’ projections, IMF World Economic Outlook October 2021, OECD Long Term Growth Forecasts
(2018)
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Another key implication is that, with slower growth, China’s progress in catching up to rich

country average living standards and productivity levels would remain significantly

incomplete, even by mid-century (Figure 12, right panel). On the one hand, the average

person in China would be 2–3 times richer by 2050 compared to today and 2.5–3.5 times

more productive. Nonetheless, China would still be much poorer and less productive than the

United States, based on current expectations of future US growth at around 1.6% a year on

average. By 2050, the average person in China would be 40% as rich as the average person in

the United States, while the average worker in China would only be about half as productive

(in PPP terms).

Of greatest importance for the rest of the world is simply how large and dominant the

Chinese economy might ultimately become. On our projections, by 2050, China’s economy

could be between 2.0–2.7 times larger than it is today in real terms. However, the implications

for China’s role in the global economy are less stark (Figure 13, left panel). Measured on a PPP

basis, China’s share of global output would rise modestly over the next decade in our baseline

projection before declining to remain essentially unchanged by mid-century compared to

today. Measured at market exchange rates, China’s rise is somewhat stronger, owing to the
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fact that as economies develop and become richer, their domestic price levels tend to rise,

implying we should expect China’s official exchange rate to appreciate in inflation-adjusted

terms.  Even then, China’s share of global output measured in nominal US dollars would

only rise modestly, from 17% today to a little over a fifth over the coming decades.

China sustaining growth at up to 5% a year is notionally possible, but would

require an enormous degree of success well beyond what China has

achieved to date and out of line with the path that China is currently on.

Predictably, our projections of slower growth imply that China’s global rise would be

considerably muted. This flows from two factors. First, China would suffer a considerable

growth disadvantage compared to the rates of growth expected in other fast-growing

emerging economies, most notably India and emerging Southeast Asia. Second, slower

Chinese growth implies it would have a much smaller growth advantage over advanced

Western economies, with this turning into a growth disadvantage from around 2040.

China would overtake the United States to become the world’s largest economy in nominal

US dollar terms by about 2030, but it would never establish a substantial lead. In our baseline

scenario, China’s economy would peak at about 15% larger than America’s. By contrast, the

US economy in 2020 was still about 40% larger than China’s. This result also depends on the

assumption that China’s exchange rate will appreciate in inflation adjusted terms against the

US dollar, in line with the long-term projections of the OECD. Alternatively, if one assumes no

change in the market exchange rate or relative price levels between China and the United

States, China might never overtake America when measured in US dollar terms — only

reaching about 90% of the US size in the early 2030s.

The outlook implied by our projections is another world compared to that implied by the

conventional “rise of China” narrative. For instance, many economists suggest China could

average growth of about 4% a year to 2050, while expectations are even higher at 5–6%

amongst geopolitical analysts. As we have argued, China sustaining growth at up to 5% a

year is notionally possible, but would require an enormous degree of success well beyond

what China has achieved to date and out of line with the path that China is currently on.

[55] 
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If China truly were on track to sustaining long term growth of say 4–5% a year, it naturally

follows that China should be expected to become far and away the world’s most dominant

economy (Figure 13, right panel). China would account for around a third of the world

economy — in either PPP or nominal US dollar terms — a level similar to that of America at the

peak of its own “unipolar moment” two decades ago. China’s economy would also be around

twice the size of America’s and would match or exceed the collective heft of the Group of

Seven countries. With 5% annual growth, China’s economy would be about equal to that of

the entire West combined. 

If China sustained growth of 4–5% a year, it would become a veritable economic bloc unto

itself. In such a world, it would be reasonable to expect China’s rising economic gravity to

draw many more countries into closer alignment, that the Chinese yuan could one day

displace the financial hegemony of the US dollar, that China might potentially dominate key

future technologies, and that its military expenditures could conceivably overtake that of the

United States and its allies. Chinese global hegemony would then be a real possibility.

By contrast, with 2–3% growth, China’s rise would look completely different. China would still

have risen, and indeed succeeded. But the implications for the rest of the world would be

significantly less daunting. China would essentially become an equal to the United States. But

at a fundamental level, a smaller economy than otherwise would make it very difficult for

China to compete on anything close to an equal footing with the West more broadly —

economically, technologically, or militarily. And without the aid of a booming economy, China

would find it much harder to attract more of its own partners. China’s ability to compete with

the United States and Western nations more generally would therefore need to depend on

much more than just China’s rising economic heft alone.

[56]
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Conclusion

Our analysis suggests that expectations regarding the rise of China should be substantially

revised down compared to most existing studies and especially expectations amongst those

considering the broader implications of China’s rise for global politics. Of course, given its

population size and notional scope for productivity catch-up, a future world economy

dominated by China cannot be completely ruled out. But it would require an enormous

degree of success with productivity-enhancing reforms well beyond China’s track record to

date. It should not be the baseline expectation.

The legacy effects of China’s uniquely draconian population policies and heavily investment-

driven growth model imply substantial structural growth deceleration is likely, even assuming

a significant degree of broad policy success. Moreover, China faces substantial downside

risks not formally incorporated into our baseline analysis, especially the potential for negative

feedback loops between decelerating growth and underlying financial vulnerabilities. Our

projection of substantially slower future growth therefore remains a somewhat optimistic

assessment. Overall, our analysis suggests China will still most likely become the world’s

largest economy by any measure by around 2030. But its size advantage over America would

be slim and it would remain far less prosperous and productive per person than the United

States and other rich countries, even by mid-century.

Technical appendix

To view the full Technical Appendix please download the analysis in PDF format using the

icon in the top right corner of this screen.
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